<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TIME</th>
<th>MONDAY</th>
<th>TUESDAY</th>
<th>WEDNESDAY</th>
<th>THURSDAY</th>
<th>FRIDAY</th>
<th>SATURDAY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 08:15 - 09:10| AGR1201 (A104) Ms. Forrester  
CSC 4202 LAB (AG1) Ms. McAllister  
AGR 2202 (AG2) Ms. Morrison  
ASC3202 LAB (AG1) Ms. Bacchus | ENG1205 GWLT  
AGR1201 (AG2) Dr. Francis  
ASC4201 (FB2) Ms. Bacchus  
FOR1201 (AG1) Mr. Hodge  
CSC 3201 (A 104) Ms. Morrison | AGR2202 Lab (AG1) Ms. Morrison  
AGR4101 (A104) Mr. Clowes  
ASC3202 (AG2) Ms. Bacchus | FOR4202 (FB2)  
AGR 2204 (A104) Dr. Charles | AGR 4201 (A G 1)  
FOR1202 (AG1) Mr. Hodge |                              |
| 09:15 - 10:10| AGR1201 (A104) Ms. Forrester  
CSC 4202 LAB (AG1) Ms. McAllister  
AGR 2202 (AG2) Ms. Morrison  
FOR2205 (FB2) Mr. Hodge  
ASC 4203 Lab (AG 3) Mr. Luke  
ASC3202 LAB (AG1) Ms. Bacchus | ENG1205 GWLT  
AGR1202 (AG2) Dr. Francis  
ASC4201 LAB (FB2) Ms. Bacchus  
FOR2201 (AG1) Mr. Hodge  
FOR3103 (AG3) Dr. Charles/ Ms. McAllister  
CSC 3201 (A 104) Ms. Morrison | AGR2202 Lab (AG1) Ms. Morrison  
AGR4101 (A104) Mr. Clowes  
FOR2204 (FB2) Mr. Bovell  
ASC3202 LAB (AG2) Ms. Bacchus | FOR1202 (AG1) Mr. Hodge  
FOR2204 (FB2)  
ASC 4203 (A 104) Mr. Luke  
AGR 2204 (A104) Dr. Charles | AGR3201 (AG2) Dr. Sadik  
AGR4202 (AG1)  
FOR1202 (AG1) Mr. Hodge |                              |
| 10:15 - 11:10| AGR1201 Lab (AG4) Ms. Forrester  
CSC 4202 LAB (AG1) Ms. McAllister  
AGR 2202 (AG2) Ms. Morrison  
FOR2205 (FB2) Mr. Hodge  
ASC 4203 Lab (AG 3) Mr. Luke | ENG1205 A104  
AGR1202 (AG2) Dr. Francis  
ASC4201 LAB (FB2) Ms. Bacchus  
FOR2201 (AG1) Ms. Lewis  
FOR3103 (AG3) Dr. Charles/ Ms. McAllister  
AGR4201 (AG4) | ENG1203 GWLT  
AGR2202 LAB (AG1) Ms. Morrison  
AGR3201 LAB (AG4) Dr. Sadik  
AGR4101 (A104) Mr. Clowes  
FOR2204 (FB2) Mr. Bovell | MTH1202 GWLT  
FOR1202 (AG1) Mr. Hodge  
FOR2204 (FB2) Mr. Bovell  
FOR3201 (AG3/C5BD) Ms. Lewis  
AGR 3202 (AG4) Dr. Sadik  
ASC 4203 (A 104) Mr. Luke  
FOR4203 (AG2) Ms. Ramdial | SSC 4101 (A104) Mr. Bullen  
AGR3201 (AG2) Dr. Sadik  
FOR1202 Tut. (AG1) Mr. Hodge |                              |
| 11:15 - 12:10| ASC4201 (AG2) Ms. Bacchus  
AGR1201 Lab (AG4) Ms. Forrester  
ASC 4203 Lab (AG 3) Mr. Luke | ENG1205 A104  
AGR1201 LAB (AG3) Ms. Forrester  
AGR4204 (AG4)  
FOR2201 (AG1) Ms. Lewis  
ASC4201 LAB (FB2) Ms. Bacchus  
AGR 3202 (A 104) Dr. Sadik  
FOR1201 (AG 1) Mr. Hodge | ENG1203 GWLT  
FOR2202 (AG1) Mr. Smith  
ASC3202 LAB (AG1) Ms. Bacchus  
AGR3201 LAB (AG4) Dr. Sadik | FOR3201 (AG3/C5BD) Ms. Lewis  
AGR 3202 (AG4) Dr. Sadik  
ASC 4203 (A 104) Mr. Luke  
FOR4203 (AG2) Ms. Ramdial | SSC 4101 (A104) Mr. Bullen  
FOR4200 Tut. (FB2) Mr. Bovell/ Mr. Smith  
AGR 410/FOR 410  
ASC 3201 (AG 1) Ms. Bacchus |                              |
| 12:15 - 13:10| MTH1202 GWLT  
FHS A104  
ASC4201 (AG2) Ms. Bacchus  
AGR1201 Lab (AG4) Ms. Forrester | UGC1200 CB1  
AGR1201 LAB (AG3) Ms. Forrester  
AGR4201 (AG4)  
FOR4201 (FB2) Ms. Ramdial  
AGR 3202 (A 104) Dr. Sadik  
AGR2204 (CIT 4/A104) Dr. Charles  
FOR1201 (AG 1) Mr. Hodge | PHY 1200 GWLT  
FOR2202 (AG1) Mr. Smith  
FOR3203 (FB2) Ms. Ramdial  
AGR 2203 Lab (A104) Mr. Chester  
AGR2204 (CIT 4/A104) Dr. Charles  
AGR3201 LAB (AG4) Dr. Sadik | FOR3201 (AG3/C5BD) Ms. Lewis  
AGR 3202 (AG4) Dr. Sadik | PHY1200 GWLT  
FOR4200 Tut. (FB2) Mr. Bovell/ Mr. Smith  
AGR 410/FOR 410  
SSC 4101 (A104) Mr. Bullen  
ASC 3201 (AG 1) Ms. Bacchus |                              |
| 13:15 - 14:10| MTH1202 GWLT  
FOR2203 (FB2) Ms. Lewis/Mr Smith  
FOR3103 (AG1) Dr. Charles/Ms. | UGC1200 CB1  
AGR1201 LAB (AG3) Ms. Forrester | CHM1204 Lab. Annex  
AGR3201 (A 104) Dr. Sadik  
CSC 4202 (AG2) Ms. McAllister | CHM1204 (AG 1)  
FOR2205 (FB2) Mr. Hodge  
FOR3203 (AG3) Ms. Ramdial | ASC 3201 (AG 1) Ms. Bacchus |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TIME</th>
<th>MONDAY</th>
<th>TUESDAY</th>
<th>WEDNESDAY</th>
<th>THURSDAY</th>
<th>FRIDAY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 14:15 - 15:10 | McAllister  
FHS A104; AG2  
CSC 3201 (A 104)  
Ms. Morrison | FOR2201 Lab (AG 4)  
Ms. Morrison  
FOR3201 (LRC)  
Ms. Lewis  
FOR4203 (FB2)  
Ms. Ramdial  
AGR 2203 (A104)  
Mr. Chester | FOR1202 (AG1)  
Mr. Hodge  
FOR2201 (A104)  
Ms. Lewis  
FOR3203 Tut. (FB2)  
Ms. Ramdial  
AGR 2203 Lab (AG4)  
Mr. Chester  
AGR2204 (CIT 4/A104)  
Dr. Charles | FOR4200 Tut. (AG4)  
Mr. Bovell/Mr. Smith  
ENV 2202 (A104)  
Mr. Hamer  
ASC3202 Lab (AG2)  
Ms. Bacchus  
AGR 3202 (AG2)  
Dr. Sadik | |
| 15:15 - 16:10 | MTH1202 GWLT  
AGR2201 Lab (AG4)  
Dr. Francis  
FOR2203 (FB2)  
Ms. Lewis/Mr Smith  
AGR 4101 (AG 2)  
Mr. Clowes  
ESC 2203 (A104)  
FOR3103 (AG1)  
Dr. Charles/Ms. McAllister | AGR1201 Lab (AG3)  
Ms. Forrester  
CSC 3201 Lab (AG4)  
Ms. Morrison  
FOR2201 (LRC)  
Ms. Lewis  
FOR4203 (FB2)  
Ms. Ramdial  
AGR 2203 (A 104)  
Mr. Chester | CHM1204 Lab. Annex  
CSC 4202 (AG2)  
Ms. McAllister  
FOR2201 (A104)  
Ms. Lewis  
AGR 2203 Lab (AG4)  
Mr. Chester  
ASC 3201 lab | CHM1204 (AG1)  
ASC3202 Lab (AG2)  
Ms. Bacchus  
FOR2205 (FB2)  
Mr. ,Hodge  
FOR3203 (AG3)  
Ms. Ramdial  
FOR4200 Tut. (AG4)  
Mr. Bovell/Mr. Smith  
ENV 2202 (A104)  
Mr. Hamer | |
| 16:15 - 17:10 | CHM1204 (AG1)  
AGR 2201 Lab (AG4)  
Dr. Francis  
FOR 2202 (FB2)  
Mr. Smith  
AGR 4101 (AG 2)  
Mr. Clowes  
ESC 2203 (A104) | AGR1201 Lab (AG3)  
Ms. Forrester  
CSC 3102 (Lab AG4)  
Ms. Morrison  
ENV 2202 (A 104)  
Mr. Hamer | CHM1204 Lab. Annex  
CSC 4202 (AG2)  
Ms. McAllister  
FOR4202 (FB2)  
AGR 2203 Lab (AG4)  
Mr. Chester  
EEN 3204 (A104)  
ASC 3201 lab | SSC 4101 (A104)  
Mr. Bulletin  
ASC3202 LAB (AG2)  
Ms. Bacchus  
EFN 5303 (A104) | |
| 17:15 - 18:10 | CHM1204 (AG1)  
AGR2201 Lab (AG4)  
Dr. Francis  
FOR2202 (FB2)  
Mr. Smith  
AGR 4101 (AG 2)  
Mr. Clowes  
ESC 2203 (A104) |  
ENV 2202 (A104)  
Mr. Hamer | FOR4202 (FB2)  
EEN 3204 (A104)  
ASC 3201 lab | PHY1200 LAB (E6)  
SSC 4101 (A104)  
Mr. Bullen  
EXX 3201 (AG 1)  
EFN 5303 (A104) | |
| 18:15 - 19:10 | CHM1204 (AG1)  
AGR2201 Lab (AG4)  
Dr. Francis  
FOR2201 (AG1)  
EEN 3204 (A104)  
Mr. Clowes  
ESC 2203 (A104) | AGR3101 (AG2)  
TBI | FOR4202 (FB2)  
Mr. EEN 3204 (A104) | PHY1200LAB (E6)  
SSC 4101 (A104)  
Mr. Bullen  
EXX 3201 (AG 1)  
EFN 5303 (A104) | |
| 19:10 - 20:10 | CHM1204 (AG1)  
AGR2201 Lab (AG4)  
Dr. Francis  
FOR2201 (AG1)  
EEN 3204 (A104)  
Mr. Clowes  
ESC 2203 (A104) | AGR3101 (AG2)  
TBI |  
AGR3101 (AG2)  
TBI | MKT 2202 (A104)  
ACT 3202 (A104)  
SSF (A 104) | |
| 20:10 - 21:10 | CHM1204 (AG1)  
AGR2201 Lab (AG4)  
Dr. Francis  
FOR2201 (AG1)  
EEN 3204 (A104)  
Mr. Clowes  
ESC 2203 (A104) | AGR3101 (AG2)  
TBI |  
AGR3101 (AG2)  
TBI  
SSF (A104) | MKT 2202 (A104)  
ACT 3202 (A104)  
SSF (A 104) | |

Please report any clashes and omissions to the Assistant Dean immediately. Please note that all cross-faculty courses are highlighted bold and any clash should be reported to the Assistant Dean of that Faculty. For ENG1205 and ENG1203 students must decide with the lecturer on their two hours tutorial sessions.

Ms. Donna Morrison (Assistant Dean)

Date: February 2, 2015